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③ Once the charge has been completed, disconnect the connected socket and put the 
      charging socket cover in the socket to prevent water or soiling from entering to the socket.

④ If the orange LED on the front button blinks while using the product, connect the charger to 
      charge the battery.

※ Notice
     Fully charge the battery before the initial use of the product.
     Use an adapter with an output voltage of 5V and a current of 1.2A or more.

Blinking orange light

① Connect a USB cable to the socket in a regular cell phone charger, a computer or a portable 
      battery charger.

② Open the socket cover of the charger connect socket in the bottom of the rear side of the 
      product and connect the charger cable to the socket.
      - While charging the device, the orange LED on the front button will blink.
      - Once the charge is complete, the orange LED on the front button is lit until the charging 
        cable is removed from the product.

How to charge the product
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Product speci�cations

Items Contents

Product name Portable Hydrogen Rich Water Generator

Model name EGT-1000

Size of the main body Ø 70 X H 220mm

Weight 360g

Power Voltage DC 5V / 1.2A
Hydrogen generation 

time 5 minutes, 8 minutes

Charging time

Rechargeable battery

90-150 minutes (Use 25-40 times when fully charged)

Available 
water temperature Below 60℃

DC 3.7V

• Before requesting the maintenance service, please check the following details. 
  If the problems are still remained after the inspection, contact the dealer or the 
  customer service center.

Symptoms

Hydrogen bubbles are 
weak or not generated

• Check the power status of the product 
  and charge the main body.
• Cleaning it by following the instruction of 
  cleaning hydrogen generation device.

• Move the product so that the oxygen 
  outlet in downside of the product is not 
  blocked.

LED does not light
• Check the power status of the product 
  and charge the battery.

• Discharge of battery

• Discharge of battery

• Impurities in the hydrogen 
  generation device

• Blocked oxygen outlet in 
  downside of the product

Probable causes What to do

Big bubbles are 
produced

Power o� after the 
orange LED is blinking

• Wet the electrode part with water 
  thoroughly. Continued use of the 
  product will stabilize the electrode part.

• Fill up water in the bottle.

• Use water containing adequate amounts 
  of minerals.

• Operate with the dried 
  electrode part
• Lack of stabilization time for 
  the electrode part
• Operate without water in the 
  bottle
• Use water containing 
  too much minerals

The orange LED is 
continuously blinking, 
while generating 
hydrogen water

• Charge the battery.• Battery discharge warning

Not charging

• Check the connection status between 
  the charging cable and the charging 
  socket of main body.
• Try another charging cable.

• The connection status of the 
  charger or the charging USB 
  cable is poor (contact failure)
• The breakdown of the charger 
  or the charging cable

Appears in �ne mist 
form when generating 
hydrogen water

• Turning o� power and it appears in 
  clean state instantly.

• The phenomenon of 
  generating high concentrated 
  hydrogen bubbles which is 
  caused by adding extra 
  hydrogen into hydrogen water

Operating sound 
when generating 
hydrogen water

• No problem.• It is sound from generating 
  hydrogen bubbles

Check before requesting repair service
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1. This product has been passed the comprehensive inspection through the strict 
    quality control at the factory.
2. Any defect occurring within the warranty period (one year from the date of 
    purchase) will be free of charge from the dealer or customer service center. 
    However, even if it is within the warranty period, if it is covered by the charged 
    warranty service within this warranty, it will be repaired at a cost.
3. If the product malfunctions, please contact the dealer or customer service center.
4. When requesting the repair service, the warranty should be presented.
5. After purchasing the product, please �ll out the form of the warranty and keep it.

Warranty details
1. This product will be repaired free of charge in case of any defect in manufacturing 
    or normal operation within the warranty period.
2. Even during the warranty period, the following cases will be repaired at a cost.
    ① Poor performance and failure occurred after the warranty period has expired
    ② Failure due to incorrect or careless handling of consumer 
    ③ Damage caused by intention or negligence of the consumer
    ④ Failure caused by repair or alteration at a place other than our service center or 
          retail store
    ⑤ Failure due to abnormal power supply or faulty of connected equipment
    ⑥ In case of the part reaches its end-of-life
    ⑦ Failure or defect in the product due to natural disasters
    ⑧ If there is no product warranty, or if there is no item on the date of purchase or 
         dealer
3. Failure occurs after the expiration of the warranty period will be repaired at a cost.
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Product Components

Name of each part

Electrode part
(platinum electrode plate)

Charger
connect socket

Socket cover

Front button

Rechargeable 
battery

Battery 
replacement 
cover

Oxygen outlet

Product main body
(hydrogen generator)

USB charging cable Bottle and cap Citric acid

Citric 
acid
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Hydrogen Technology

※ Color and design of the product may di�er 
     from the image.

HEBE is the goddess of youth in Greek mythology. She is the daughter of Zeus and Hera, She married 
Heracles.  HEBE developed by EGT is a state-of-the-art energizer that creates fountain of youth.
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Keep the following instructions which guide users to use the product safely and accurately to 
prevent unexpected risks or losses.

There is a possibility of serious injury or death in violation of the 
instructions.

There is a possibility of injury or damage to the product when violating 
the instructions.

Warning

Caution

Warning

A short circuit or heat can be caused by using damaged charger or USB cable, causing 
abnormalities in the hydrogen generation part, such as heat or odor. Immediately stop 
the device and disconnect the charger from the outlet. It may cause �re, electric shock, 
and malfunction. Contact the dealer or the customer service center.

Do not bend the USB cable severely or press it with heavy objects. Otherwise, it may 
cause electric shock or �re by stopping power supply.

Do not touch the power plug with wet hands. It may cause electric shock, �re, 
or malfunction.

Do not heat the product in the microwave oven or put it in the dish washer. Do not 
freeze it in the freezer. There are risks of breakage of the product, explosion of batteries 
or electric shocks.

Do not tie, fold, damage, pull the USB cable or stretch it by putting the heavy object on.  
There are risks of �re or electric shock.

Do not disassemble, repair, or alter the product when it is malfunctioning. There are 
risks of electric shock or �re. Contact the dealer if the maintenance is required.

Do not immerse the hydrogen generator in water. 
It causes electric shock, �re, and malfunction.

Safety information

Do not use the charger or the USB cable in wet conditions, dry it thoroughly and use it.

Do not pull the charger cable while moving the product. It causes �re or malfunction 
of the product.

Do not inspect or repair the product while it is connected to power.

The hydrogen generator should be activated once in a time. Generating hydrogen 
several times with the lid closed may cause damage to the container by the pressure 
created from hydrogen generation processes.

Use the charger (cell phone charger/computer/portable battery) with an output 
voltage of 5V DC and a current of 1.2A or more to charge the product.
Be aware that using voltages above 5V or higher causes product failure.

Be aware that if the oxygen outlet on the underside of the product is blocked, it will 
cause malfunction.

If there are any problems with the product, please contact the dealer or the customer 
service center �rst. Do not arbitrarily disassemble, alter, or repair the product. It may 
cause �re, electric shock, malfunction, and abnormal operation.

Use a reliable charger that is certi�ed by the country. Use the USB cable which 
is provided by us or reliable and safe product.

Do not use the product in case of heating or unusual smelling from the product. 
Disconnect the USB cable and shut o� the power immediately and then contact the 
customer service center.

Do not allow the battery �uid to come into contact with the skin when it comes out. 
If it comes in contact with the skin, immediately wash it with water. It may cause skin 
damage.

Turn on the device with water in it. The hydrogen generation device can be damaged 
if it is operating without water.
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Use drinkable water. In case of using liquid except water, clean the product with citric 
acid within one hour (See Cleaning with citric acid at page 6). It is hard to deodorize 
the product if neglect for longer period of time. Also, impurities attach to the electrode, 
which cause malfunction of the product.

- Do not use sticky liquid or liquid with sediment, such as carbonated drinks, green tea, 
   liquor, or fruit juice. It may cause electrode malfunction by impurity. Also, it may cause 
   trouble in cleaning and discomfort for persisting odor.

Do not apply severe impact on the body of the product. Do not use the product if it is 
dropped or damaged. It may cause �re, electric shock, or abnormal operation.

Do not let the children use the product alone without parents. When using the product, 
keep it out of the reach of children.

Do not use water above 60℃. Using at high temperature may cause burn or abnormal 
operation, such as degradation.

Use the product in a �at place to prevent the product from fall while the hydrogen 
generation process.

Do not move the product while the hydrogen generation process.

Use water to clean the surface of the product. Do not use thinner, benzene, wax, etc. 
The product may discolor or the paint may peel o�.

Do not completely dry the electrode. Always keep the electrode wet. If the product is 
unused for long periods, store the electrode with enough clean water to �ll it.

In case of using the product for the �rst time or in case of the electrode is completely 
dry for long term disuse (more than one week), �ll the bottle with water and use it after 
about 20 minutes. If the electrode is su�ciently wet, the e�ciency of hydrogen 
generation is improved.

Do not use water with the performance of the product. It may cause damage to the
electrode and degrades the performance of the product.

Do not clean the inside of the body with chemical detergent. It may cause damage to 
the electrode.

Caution

Do not connect the charger cord for long hours (more than 5 hours).

When not in use the product for long periods of time, remove the USB cable from the 
product.

When using the product, keep it out of the reach of children.

The charger should be securely connected to the power connector. If it doesn't, it may 
cause �re or malfunction of the product.

Do not plug in or unplug the charger plug in a row. Spark may occur.
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How to use the product

① When using the product for the �rst time, open the cap in the 
      upper-side of the product and �ll it about half full of room 
      temperature water and shake it several times to wet the electrode. 
      Clean the container and throw out water.

① 

② Open the upper cap of the product and �ll the water. 
      Only drinkable water should be used.

②

③ When pressing the front button for about 1.5 seconds, the blue LED, 
      on the front button, illuminates. Then, the device generates hydrogen 
      for 5 minutes and automatically turns o�.

④ When richer hydrogen content is needed, press the front button once again within 
      3 seconds after blue LED is on. Then, green LED will be on and blink. The product will 
      generate hydrogen for 8 minutes and automatically turn o�.

⑤ Press the front button for about 1.5 seconds. The device will stop functioning and 
     power o�. To add extra hydrogen into water which already has hydrogen, open the 
     upper-side cap before the generation to decline pressure in the bottle. Then, press the 
     button to operate hydrogen generation processes. Otherwise it may be di�cult to open the 
     upper-side cap.

⑥ Using the product after the long interval, use it after cleaning the hydrogen generation 
      device (See, ‘How to clean’ on page 6).

LED color display content

• Blue  
• Blue blink
• Green
• Green blink
• Orange blink 
                   
                  
• Orange

: Power on and activation of hydrogen generation for 5 minutes
: 5 minutes hydrogen generation start and soon ending notice
: Activation of hydrogen generation for 8 minutes
: 8 minutes hydrogen generation start and soon ending notice
: The battery needs to be charged or the device is charging in case of the 
  charging cable is connected. Error (operate without water, short, use 
  water with too much mineral) 
: The charging is completed

The front button

LED

③

⑤

④ ⑤

※ Precautions when using the product
• The hydrogen generation electrode is sensitive and its performance can be easily declined 
  by touch or scratch, so handle it carefully.
• Do not use liquid with other substances, such as sparkling water, liquor, tea, and others. 
   It may cause malfunction or the product's quality (odor, degradation, cleaning problems, 
   and others).
• Using water contained too much mineral to generate hydrogen water, the mineral attaches 
  to the hydrogen generation device, so continuous electrode cleaning is needed.
• Store the product avoiding locations where there is a high temperature or heat source, such 
  as a heater.

LED
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• Cleaning the container
   - Use the water bottle after cleaning it with a soft cloth or sponge and rinsing it thoroughly.

• Cleaning the surface of the main body
   - Be careful not to wet the power socket and the battery when cleaning dirt and debris 
     outside the body.

• Deodorization
    - Prolonged use of the product may cause the hydrogen generating part to smell. Pour hot 
      water (below 60℃) in the hydrogen generation part, throw out water after about 
      20 minutes and use the product.
    
    - The odor from the hydrogen generation part is not related to the performance of the 
      product and does not a�ect to taste of water.
 
    - Routinely clean the containers of hydrogen generation part to prevent the occurrence of 
      odor.

· When large amounts of calcareous or minerals are accumulated
 - Fill the water bottle with water about two third full and put 5g of citric acid and shake 
    the bottle multiple times and leave it for about one hour. After then, throw out water and 
    rinse the bottle 3-4 times with clean water and use the product.

※ At the last rinse after cleaning the bottle, �ll it with water and throw out water after about 
     20 minutes. The remained wash liquid and odor will be removed, so you can use the water 
     bottle more cleanly.

• In case of using vinegar to clean the product, pour small amount of water to cover the 
  platinum electrode and put 2-3 drops of vinegar and throw out water after 5-10 minutes 
  and rinse the bottle 3-4 times with clean water and use the product. 

Vinegar

How to clean the product

• When generating hydrogen, the mineral in the water is attached to the electrode and 
  hydrogen generating part. Routine maintenance is required to maintain product performance 
  for a long time.
• Cleaning the hydrogen water generation device
   Regularly use citric acid or vinegar to clean the product when using it.

 - Fill the water bottle with water about two third (about 230ml) full and add about 5g of 
    citric acid and shake the bottle 4-5 times for 5 minutes. After then, throw out water and 
    rinse the bottle 3-4 times with clean water and use the product.

· In case of regular cleaning

About two third

Citric acid


